Vacancy

If you’re:
q A Senior Acoustic Consultant with at least 3 years’ experience
q Technically able with a commercially savvy approach
q Looking to rapidly progress your career
You should be speaking to Pace Consult.

Senior Acoustic Consultant: Planning & Environmental
Colchester
£ - Commensurate with experience
Multidisciplinary consultancy, Pace Consult, is recruiting for a senior acoustician to
head up its ‘Planning and Environmental Acoustics’ division.
Bringing with you at least 3 years’ experience, you’ll also need a proven record of building long
term relationships with environmental and planning consultants and the ability to effectively
communicate and negotiate at all levels.
A natural self starter, you’ll be extremely flexible in your working approach and willingness to
travel. This will probably be reflected by your clients’ loyalty and commitment to follow you
wherever you go.
As head of the division, you’ll use your results-driven and focused attitude to lead by example.
This means a true enthusiasm for pipeline generation and living and breathing business
development.
You’ll need a proven record in all core areas of environmental impact noise assessment as
well as expert witness for presenting evidence and representing clients at public inquiries and
hearings. In addition, experience in the use of Cadnaa is a key deliverable.
If you’re a member of IEMA or have experience in building design (specifically residential or
education buildings) this will be a distinct advantage.
Pace is also recruiting for a principal consultant for the Warrington office. For an information
discussion about either of these roles, please call Martin Jones on 0845 241 0142.
To apply, please send your CV and covering letter detailing career aspirations and salary
expectations to HR@paceconsult.co.uk

Pace Consult is a practically-minded multidisciplinary consultancy, offering a full suite of ‘concept to
completion’ services across three dedicated divisions: Acoustics & Vibration, Fire Protection and Air Tightness.
From consultancy practices nationwide, Pace Consult delivers innovative and competitive solutions, ensuring
projects achieve the necessary compliance on time and within budget.
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